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We went to the pub!
Hi
What a lovely day we had on Saturday in the spring sunshine as we walked around the three
reservoirs near the village of Ingbirchworth near Penistone. The photo above shows us after
climbing high above and looking down on Royd Moor and Scout Dike reservoirs. Perhaps even
more excitingly we got a table in the marquee in the pub garden carpark afterwards!
We're gradually increasing the event programme as more becomes possible. Yesterday evening
was our first evening walk of the year as we explored the canal and some of the woodland
around Mirfield. On Saturday we have another stroll around Wakefield's parks, with our first
outdoor meal of the year at the end, and although it's nearly full, there are just a couple of places
still available as I write this. I was also surprised but happy-surprised to find an Indian restaurant
with an outside area, so we have an outdoor curry club in Bradford next week!
The European Super League may have collapsed before it even started, but we're starting to get
some sport in the Spice programme! This evening we have tennis in Sheffield, and if it's a
success, we will look to book more dates. We have a tennis session in Rothwell next month too.
We've also booked a round of golf in Leeds. Our usual badminton and ten-pin bowling sessions
will have to wait a little longer, but we will bring them back as soon as we can.
Please note that we have rescheduled the Temple Newsam stroll to a Sunday 16 May and would
like to thank Andrew for offering to lead the walk. If you know of any nice walks and would be
happy to lead a group around, then please reply and let me know!
Enjoy the sunshine
Jonathan

Good luck!
Good luck to the Yorkshire / Manchester family who will face London & Thames Valley in the
final of Spice Group Family Fortunes on Tuesday evening! Last week, we asked if you could
guess which accent was missing from the board taken from the semi-final above. For those that
had a guess, I can tell you that the missing answer was Irish!

Find out
more

Weekend update
Our weekend breaks are more popular than ever. A Scottish hostel break that we released last
week was already fully booked within 24 hours, so please keep an eye on the website or Spice
app for new events and be ready to act fast!

Our big National Weekend in Denstone this summer has around 150 bookings including lots of
Yorkshire members, but there is room for a few more in twin rooms, dormitories, or camping. Do
have a look at this fun circus-themed weekend with two party nights, fun workshops, sports,
walks, quizzes, bike rides and more packed in!
The Yorkshire hostel weekends are filling fast too. There are only around half a dozen places left
now on each of the Kettlewell and Scarborough weekends. You only need to pay a small deposit
to secure your place.
Click the button below to see all our weekend breaks across the country. Please note that they
are very popular; many are already full, and others are filling fast, so don't delay, book today! If
you have missed out, then the sooner you go on the waitlist, the better chance you have!
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away

Featured upcoming events

Park Stroll and Pod
Dinner in Wakefield
A gentle stroll around
Wakefield's parks before dinner
in an outdoor pod.

Learn
More

Walk: Tadcaster's Old Spice Curry Club
visits Omar Khan's
Coach Road
Bradford
From Tadcaster along the old
coach road to York as far as the
hamlet of Catterton, before
returning to look for a pub!

Learn
More

View all upcoming
events

A heated covered outdoor space
for us to enjoy a curry together.

Learn
More

New events this week

Walk: Oughtibridge
and Grenoside

Golf Afternoon in
Leeds

Riverside, woodland, and field
paths up to the Côte de
Oughtibridge.

A leisurely round of golf on this
9-hole course, suitable for all
levels. Give it a go!

Learn
More

Learn
More

Outdoor Theatre: A
Midsummer Night's
Dream
A modern take on Shakespeare
comedy in Sheffield's beautiful
Botanical Gardens.

Learn
More

View all new
events
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